Talkin’ Turkey

Turkey: Good for you!

Q. In turkey talk, what is a "tom"?
A. A male turkey

Q. Which president made Thanksgiving a national holiday?
A. Abraham Lincoln

Q. In turkey talk, what is a "gobbler"?
A. A male turkey

Q. How far can farm turkeys fly?
A. They can’t. They’re too heavy.

Q. What is the first Thanksgiving?
A. Plymouth, MA.

Q. Thanksgiving is the fourth Thursday in November.
A. The fourth Thursday in November.

Q. What was the first Thanksgiving?
A. The fourth Thursday in November.

A. Turkeys with colored feathers have material in their feathers that leaves dark marks in turkey skin.

A. In the freezer or refrigerator.

A. Turkeys with colored feathers have material in their feathers that leaves dark marks in turkey skin.

A. In the freezer or refrigerator.

How to play:
1. Pick a friend to play. Ask their age. Open and close the turkey that number of times. 2. Have the player pick one of the numbers showing. Then open and close the turkey that number of times. Open the number chosen and give the quiz!

Teachers may reproduce for use with their students.
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